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Loop bale tie wire machine 

1. Introduction 

The loop bale wire machine is also called quick links bale tie machine. Which 

is easy to use, can be processed BWG 8 ~12 steel wire for cotton packing, 

forming straight bale wire is consistent, natural, easy to buckle. This machine 

includes two motors, one is for straightening, and the other is for cutting and 

bending. 

 

 

 

2. Strength 

(1) The loop tie wire machine is uploaded based on the original double wire, 

which change the cutting method before and completely solve the problem 

that after cutting wire constantly it can caused by waste wire and 

electromagnetic wire ring burned. So it won’t be affected by the voltage limit 

when working.  

(2) The machine also uses a "wire buckle wire transfer play the institutions' 

direct wire technology, the buckle. The automation of the machine has been 

further improved, and we provide a mechanical cutting system for you. 
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3. Details 

Model JD2-4 

Wire diameter 1.6—4.5mm  

Wire tension 1000-1700Mpa 

Forming bale wire length Max 6500mm 

Output 10-13pcs/min  

Voltage 380V/3Phases/50Hz 

Motor power 2.95KW(2.2KW+0.75KW) 

Dimension after packing 6000*600*1300mm 

Weight 1100kg 

Packing Wooden case 

Guarantee One year 

Delivery time About one months (10 machine) 

Payment terms 30% T/T deposit, do the 70% payment 

before loading 

 

How to use the bale wire? 

Quick-lock offers a safe, fast method of simplifying your baling operations. 

Quick-lock requires no tools or seals to complete the tie. Simply snap the 

ends together by hand ... pull the loops together to form a "figure 8" - and the 

tie is complete. Quick-lock "cut-to-length" bale ties assure uniform bale size. 

Standard sized bales result in compact, neater storage and substantial 

savings in warehousing and freight charges. 

Requires no tools or seals for fast tying. Absorbs greater shock from fork lift 

trucks and rough handling. Will not come untied accidentally. 

Safe ... no sharp edges to cut hands. 
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4. Warehouse 
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5. Double loop bale wire 
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6. Packing 

 

We promise that we will present professional accessories for 

every machine, and our machine is subject to export standard. 

Our quality is better than others absolutely. 


